DHL AIR CHARTER
DEDICATED CAPACITY – INCREASED CONTROL

Today’s dynamic global markets demand a logistics partner that quickly responds
with reliable and competitive charter solutions. From delivering the part that restarts
a failed production line, the new product stock to be launched in store or the oversized
equipment that simply won’t fit on a commercial uplift, there’s no time to take a risk.
That’s why more international businesses are choosing DHL Global Forwarding as their DHL Air Charter
provider. We offer a global network of specialist operators that manage time critical, oversized or high value
freight transportation that require dedicated, expert handling.
Our teams quickly source the right air freight capacity to meet your shipments transit or dimensional requirements.
From full to part charter we deliver a reliable, cost-effective and tailored solution.

TRANSIT TIMES TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
Our solution

Your situation

Full Charter

When your freight is; oversized or
dangerous, the origin or destination is
difficult to reach, there’s no scheduled
flights or limited cargo capacity and you
need full control of the uplift – full charter
is the right choice

How we meet your needs
• Fast and competitive quotes
•	Packaging, load planning, customs and warehousing advice
•	Capacity sourced and secured, anywhere in the world
• Competitive rates with no hidden charges
• 24/7/365 DHL operational control

Part Charter
(including
Part Charter
Diversion)

When you need; a more competitive
solution for larger freight volumes, a more
frequent schedule, you need to reach a
destination not served by scheduled cargo
operators, you face trade lane capacity
issues however your freight can be
consolidated with other critical shipments
– part charter is the perfect solution

•	Airline charter, ground handling & special equipment contracts managed
• Flight monitoring and supervision
•	Co-ordination of specialist handling equipment, including cranes and
custom-built loading structures
• Confirmation of delivery upon arrival
•	Physical supervision by DHL personnel at origin and destination

CHARTER EXPERTISE ACROSS ALL INDUSTRY SECTORS
DHL Air Charter consistently delivers the right charter solution to new and existing DHL customers.
Experienced within all industries including Aerospace, Aid & Relief, Automotive, Chemicals, Consumer,
Energy, Engineering & Manufacturing, Life Sciences & Healthcare, Oil & Gas, Perishable, Retail,
Technology and Wine & Spirits. We will provide a local team that understands your sector and commodity
needs, so you can be assured your freight is in good hands.
DHL Air Charter supports time-critical air charter requests. StarBroker, our in-house charter team, will source the
right aircraft for your freight, providing you with fast and competitive quotes 24 hours a day.
Our feature

Your advantage

How you benefit

Specialist operators

Right advice given / quick decisions
– freight moves fast

Right decision made so your product
arrives on time

Global carrier network

Any size of cargo aircraft offered
from anywhere to anywhere

Supporting your charter needs globally no matter
what volume or size of cargo you have

24/7 monitoring

Ensures your freight meets
required time lines

Real time updates that give you
peace of mind

Industry sector
expertise

Tailor made solutions

Effective and reliable solutions to
fit your specific needs

All commodities
accepted

Dangerous Goods, explosives or forbidden
freight can be shipped

One supplier to manage all your
charter needs

Carrier screening
and auditing

Qualified staff managing
end-to-end logistics

Highest service quality delivered

Choice of charter
solutions

The right capacity is secured

You pay the best market rate

One stop shop

One provider to move your air freight,
ocean freight and charter cargo

Deal with the same people for all
your logistic needs

Packaging advice

Ensure correct cargo loading
on aircraft

Save on cargo packing material

For more information please contact your local sales representative

www.dhl.com

